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1 INTRODUCTION
Carbon Marketing and Trading Ltd. has commissioned Bureau Veritas
Certification to verif y the emissions reductions of its JI project
“Reconstruction of the agglomerate and blast-furnace production at the
JSC “Zaporizhstal” (hereafter called “the project”) at Zaporizhzha,
Ukraine.
This report summarizes the findings of the verification of the project,
performed on the basis of UNFCCC criteria, as well as criteria given to
provide for consistent project operations, monitoring and reporting.

1.1 Objective
Verification is the periodic independent review and ex post determination
by the Accredited Independent Entity of the monitored reductions in GHG
emissions during defined verification period.
The objective of verification can be divided in Initial Verification and
Periodic Verification.
UNFCCC criteria refer to Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol, the JI rules and
modalities and the subsequent decisions by the JI Supervisory
Committee, as well as the host country criteria.

1.2 Scope
The verification scope is defined as an independent and objective review
of submitted monitoring reports and the determined project design
document including the project’s baseline study and monitoring plan and
other relevant documents. The information in these documents is
reviewed against Kyoto Protocol requirements, UNFCCC rules and
associated interpretations.
The verification is not meant to provide any consulting towards the Client.
However, stated requests for clarifications, corrective and/or forward
actions may provide input for improvement of the project monitoring
towards reductions in the GHG emissions.

1.3 Verification Team
The verification team consists of the following personnel:
Rostislav Topchiy
Bureau Veritas Certification, Team Leader, Climate Change Lead Verifier
Vera Skitina
Bureau Veritas Certification, Team member, Climate Change Lead Verifier
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Vitaliy Minyaylo
Bureau Veritas Certification Team Member, Climate Change Verifier

This verification report was reviewed by:
Ivan Sokolov
Bureau Veritas Certification, Internal Technical Reviewer
Igor Alekseenko
Bureau Veritas Certification,Technical specialist

2 METHODOLOGY
The overall verification, from Contract Review to Verification Report &
Opinion, was conducted using Bureau Veritas Certification internal
procedures.
In order to ensure transparency, a verification protocol was customized
for the project, according to the version 01 of the Joint Implementation
Determination
and
Verification
Manual,
issued
by
the
Joint
Implementation Supervisory Committee at its 19 meeting on 04/12/2009.
The protocol shows, in a transparent manner, criteria (requirements),
means of verification and the results from verifying the identified criteria.
The verification protocol serves the following purposes:
• It organizes, details and clarifies the requirements a JI project is
expected to meet;
• It ensures a transparent verification process where the verifier will
document how a particular requirement has been verified and the result
of the verification.
The completed
this report.

verification

protocol

is

enclosed

in

Appendix

A

to

2.1 Review of Documents
The Monitoring report (MR) submitted by Carbon Marketing and Trading
Ltd. and additional background documents related to the project design
and baseline, i.e. country Law, Project Design Document (PDD),
developed JI specific approach and/or Guidance on criteria for baseline
setting and monitoring, Host party criteria, Kyoto Protocol, Clarifications
on Verification requirements to be checked by an Accredited Independent
Entity were reviewed.
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The verification findings presented in this report relate to the:
- Annual Monitoring report for the period 01/01/2011 – 30/06/2011
version 01 dated 20/07/2011 and Annual Monitoring report for the
period 01/01/2011 – 30/06/2011 version 02 dated 22/08/2011;
- project as described in the determined PDD.

2.2 Follow-up Interviews
On 10/08/2011 Bureau Veritas Certification during site visit performed
interviews with project stakeholders to confirm selected information and to
resolve issues identified in the document review. Representatives of JSC
“Zaporizhstal” and Carbon Marketing and Trading Ltd. were interviewed
(see References). The main topics of the interviews are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1 Interview topics
Interview ed
Interview topics
organization
JSC
 Organizational structure
“Zaporizhstal”
 Responsibilities and authorities
 Training of personnel
 Quality management procedures and technology
 Implementation of equipment (records)
 Metering equipment control
 Metering record keeping system, database
 Monitoring procedure
Carbon Marketing  Baseline methodology
and Trading Ltd.  Monitoring plan
 Monitoring reports
 Deviations from PDD
 Emission reduction calculation

2.3 Resolution of
Action Requests

Clarification,

Corrective

and

Forward

The objective of this phase of the verification is to raise the requests for
corrective actions and clarification and any other outstanding issues that
needed to be clarified for Bureau Veritas Certification positive conclusion
on the GHG emission reduction calculation.
If the Verification Team, in assessing the monitoring reports and
supporting documents, identifies issues that need to be corrected,
clarified or improved with regard to the monitoring requirements, it should
raise these issues and inform the project participants of these issues in
the form of:
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(a) Corrective action request (CAR), requesting the project participants to
correct a mistake that is not in accordance with the monitoring plan;
(b) Clarification request (CL), requesting the project participants to
provide additional information for the AIE to assess compliance with the
monitoring plan;
(c) Forward action request (FAR), informing the project participants of an
issue, relating to the monitoring that needs to be reviewed during the next
verification period.
To guarantee the transparency of the verification process, the concerns
raised are documented in more detail in the verification protocol in
Appendix A.

3 VERIFICATION CONCLUSIONS
In the following sections, the conclusions of the verification are stated.
The findings from the desk review of the original monitoring documents
and the findings from interviews during the follow up visit are described in
the Verification Protocol in Appendix A.
The Clarification Requests, Corrective Action Requests and Forward
Action Requests are stated, where applicable, in the following sections
and are further documented in the Verification Protocol in Appendix A.
The verification of the project resulted in 03 Corrective Action Requests
and 06 Clarification Requests.
The number between brackets at the end of each section corresponds to
the DVM paragraph.

3.1 Remaining issues and FARs from previous verifications
Remaining issues and FARs from previous verification are absent.
Not applicable.

3.2 Project approval by Parties involved (90-91)
W ritten project approval by Ukraine and Switzerland has been issued by
the DFP of that Party when submitting the first verification report to the
secretariat for publication in accordance with paragraph 38 of the JI
guidelines, at the latest.
The abovementioned written approval is unconditional.

3.3 Project implementation (92-93)
JSC “Zaporizhstal” performs the project of reconstruction of the
agglomerate and blast-furnace production aimed to improve energy
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efficiency, reduce greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions and solve other
environmental problems of production process.
The proposed Joint Implementation project considers complex resourcesaving effect based on introduction of new sintering machine # 1, radical
reconstruction of blast furnace #2, retirement from service of blast
furnace # 1 and gradual reconstruction of the remaining blast furnaces
## 4 and 5 as well as technological improvements in the process of
sintering and pig iron production.
According to the investment plan the project envisaged the following basic
phases (steps) of project implementation:
1. Improvement of pig iron production process:
1.1.Radical reconstruction of blast furnace (BF) # 2;
1.2.Reconstruction of BF # 4;
1.3.Reconstruction of BF # 5;
1.4.Installation of pulverized coal injection (PCI) facility at BFs
## 2, 3, 4, 5;
1.5.Installation of the system of automatic control by BFs;
1.6.Measures for BFs technological improvement:
a)Improvement of blast furnace coke quality;
b)Decreasing of silicon content in the pig iron;
c)Decreasing the blast-furnaces idle times and downtime;
d)Partitial substitution of the limestone by lime;
e)Improvement of the agglomerate quality;
f)Replacement of coke by natural gas and coal;
g)Oxygen enrichment of blast-furnace blowing etc.
2. Improvement of sintering process:
2.1.Installation of a new sintering machine # 1;
2.2.The commissioning of air aspiration equipment of tail part
sintering machine.
3. Improvement of secondary energy resources production process:
3.1.The construction of the station for heating gas and
combustion of air in blast furnace shop.
3.2.Efficiency improvement of oxygen and other secondary
energy resources production
In general the JI project led to reduction of specific fuel and energy
resources consumption per 1 tonne of pig iron output and, therefore, to
GHGs emission reductions.
The actual operation of the proposed project is presented bellow.
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Phase

Measures

1

Improvement of pig iron
production process:
Radical
reconstruction
of 01/01/2003
blast furnace (BF) # 2

1.1.

Starting
Date

the
the
the

completed
21/11/2004

1.2.

Reconstruction of BF # 4

1.3.

Retirement
BF # 1

1.4.

Installation of pulverized coal 03/02/2007
injection (PCI) facility at BFs
## 2, 3, 4, 5

At the stage of
commissioning

1.5.

Installation of the system of 01/01/2003
automatic control by
BF#2

completed
21/11/2004

2

Improvement
process:

2.1.

The commissioning of air 07/07/2005
aspiration equipment of
tail part sintering machine

completed
12/12/2007

2.2

Installation
of
the
sintering machine #1

was
completed
during the
monitoring
period

3

Improvement of secondar y
energy
resources
production process:

3.1.

The
construction
of
station for heating gas

from

of

21/12/2008

Status
of
project
at
stage
of
project
monitoring

service

of 17/01/2005

was
completed
during the
monitoring
period

not

completed
23/12/2005

sintering

new 14/02/2011

the 01/01/2003

not

completed
21/11/2004
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and combustion of air in blast
furnace shop
The identified areas of concern as to Project implementation, project
participants response and BV Certification’s conclusion are described in
Appendix A Table 2 (refer to CL 01, CL 02, CL 03, CL 04, CL05).

3.4 Compliance of the monitoring plan with the monitoring
methodology (94-98)
The monitoring occurred in accordance with the monitoring plan included
in the PDD regarding which the determination has been deemed final and
is so listed on the UNFCCC JI website.
For calculating the emission reductions key factors, such as total pig iron
output, quantity of each fuel used in making pig iron, emission factor for
fuel consumption, electricity consumed in producing pig iron, emission
factor for electricity consumption, quantity of each fuel used in sintering
process, electricity consumed in sintering process, quantity of each
reducing agent in pig iron production, emission factor of each reducing
agent, quantity of each other input in pig iron production, emission factor
of each other input, quantity of each fuel used for balance of process
needs, electricity consumed for balance of process needs, influencing the
baseline emissions and the activity level of the project and the emissions
due to the JI project as well as risks associated with the project were
taken into account, as appropriate.
Data sources used for calculating emission reductions or enhancements
of net removals, such as (plant records, Statistics of JSC “Zaporizhstal”,
IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Inventories) are clearly
identified, reliable and transparent.
Emission factors, including default emission factors, are selected by
carefully balancing accuracy and reasonableness, and appropriately
justified of the choice.
The calculation of emission reductions or enhancements of net removals
is based on conservative assumptions and the most plausible scenarios in
a transparent manner.
The monitoring equipment used for baseline and project
calculation is present in the Annex 2 of Monitoring Reports.

emission

The identified areas of concern as to Compliance with monitoring plan,
project participants response and BV Certification’s conclusion are
described in Appendix A Table 2 (refer to CL 06, CAR 01).
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3.5 Revision of monitoring plan (99-100)
Not applicable for this verification process.

3.6 Data management (101)
The data and their sources, provided in Monitoring reports, are clearly
identified, reliable and transparent (refer to section 3.4 of this report).
Data sources used for calculating emission reductions are clearly
identified, reliable and transparent. On site responsible persons register
data from the measurement equipments and fixed monitoring data to
logbooks, monthly data collected to the technical reports. Moreover, there
is electronic database of monitoring data. All roles and responsibilities
are described in details in the Monitoring reports.
The procedures of receiving data for monitoring execution and
responsibility for its realization at Zaporizhstal will be regulated by the
internal normative documents of Zaporizhstal, by internal order regarding
“Organization and procedure of metrological supervision conduction to
ensure the unity of measurements at the Plant” and by internal order
regarding “Metrological department” in accordance with
project
documentation and monitoring plan.
The monitoring procedures are comprehensible, as they had already been
used at Zaporizhstal for measuring input and output production
parameters, and also for receiving data on level of fuel and energy
resources and raw-materials consumption.
The monitoring of JI project indicators of at JSC “Zaporizhstal” was
realized on regular basis where the system of data collection on fuel and
energy resources (FER) consumption was used.
The data needed for the monitoring of to the project was collected during
the process of normal equipment use.
Information required for MR is collected by sending to the ACS
department technical reports on fuel and energy resources (FER)
consumption by Chief energy specialist department, technical reports on
production and consumption of carbon content materials by main
manufacturing units.
Technical reports are processed (entered into computer) and calculated to
get data on cost and specific FER and material consumption per unit of
production (pig iron). Data are collected in printed documents and,
partially, in the electronic database of Zaporizhstal (ACS department). All
those documents are saved in the Production Accounting Unit of General
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Accounting department Data is systematized in the documents of the
daily, monthly and annually registration. To calculate annual emission
reductions information from annual cost price calculations for the
correspondent year is used.
Monitoring equipment meets the regulatory requirements of Ukraine
regarding accuracy and measurement error. All the equipment used for
monitoring purposes, are in line with national legislative requirements and
standards. The accuracy of devices is guaranteed by the manufacturers;
the error was calculated and confirmed by the device certificates. The
documented instructions to operate the facilities are stored at the working
places. Verification of the equipment have been conducted in accordance
with the standard of the plant STP 7.6-07-03 “Organization and procedure
of measuring equipment verification”.
All measuring equipment was included in the verification schedule and
verified with established periodicity.
Responsibility for maintenance of the facilities and monitoring equipment
at JSC Zaporizhstal as well as for their accuracy are determined by the
internal standards of the plant: STP 7.6-01-03, STP 7.6-03-03, STP 7.604-03, STP 7.6-05-03, STP 7.6-06-03, STP 7.6-07-03, STP 7.6-08-03,
STP 7.6-09-03 and STP 7.6-07-10. Chief Metrological Specialist of the
plant is the responsible one according to these standards.
The measurement results had been used by the economic planning
department, Chief power-engineering specialist department, other
services and technical staff of the plant. The procedure of their usage is
reflected in the technological instructions of production processes regime
and also in the internal order regarding “Metrological department” and
internal standard of the plant STP 7.6-06-03 “Organization and procedure
of analysis of technological processes metrological provision.
The monitoring data reports and calculations are under the competence of
the Chief of laboratory for environmental protection in accordance to the
interior orders of the plant.
During site visit, all passports of measurement equipments that used in
the JI project were provided for revision. Thus, the function of the
monitoring equipment, including its calibration status, is in order.
The evidence and records used for the monitoring are maintained in a
traceable manner.
The data collection and management system for the project is in
accordance with the monitoring plan. Furthermore, internal audits and
checking measures are carried out regularly as was planned.
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The calculation of emission reductions is based on conservative
assumptions and the most plausible scenarios in a transparent manner.
The identified areas of concern as to Data management, project
participants response and BV Certification’s conclusion are described in
Appendix A Table 2 (refer to CAR 02, CAR 03).

3.7 Verification regarding programmes of activities (102110)
Not applicable.

4 VERIFICATION OPINION
Bureau Veritas Certification has performed the initial and periodic
verification of the JI project “Reconstruction of the agglomerate and blastfurnace production at the JSC “Zaporizhstal” in Zaporizhzha, Ukraine,
which applies JI specific approach. The verification was performed on the
basis of UNFCCC criteria and host country criteria and also on the criteria
given to provide for consistent project operations, monitoring and
reporting.
The verification consisted of the following three phases: i) desk review of
the project design and the baseline and monitoring plan; ii) follow-up
interviews with project stakeholders; iii) resolution of outstanding issues
and the issuance of the final verification report and opinion.
The management of Carbon Marketing and Trading Ltd. is responsible for
the preparation of the GHG emissions data and the reported GHG
emissions reductions of the project on the basis set out within the project
Monitoring and Verification Plan indicated in the final PDD version 02.
The development and maintenance of records and reporting procedures in
accordance with that plan, including the calculation and determination of
GHG emission reductions from the project, is the responsibility of the
management of the project.
Bureau Veritas Certification verified the project Monitoring reports version
02 for the reporting periods as indicated below. Bureau Veritas
Certification confirms that the project is implemented as planned and
described in approved project design documents. Installed equipment
being essential for generating emission reduction runs reliably and is
calibrated appropriately. The monitoring system is in place and the project
is generating GHG emission reductions.
Bureau Veritas Certification can confirm that the GHG emission reduction
is accurately calculated and is free of material errors, omissions, or
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misstatements. Our opinion relates to the project’s GHG emissions and
resulting GHG emissions reductions reported and related to the approved
project baseline and monitoring, and its associated documents. Based on
the information we have seen and evaluated, we confirm, with a
reasonable level of assurance, the following statement:
Reporting period from 01/01/2011 to 30/06/2011
Baseline emissions
: 4 134 903 t CO 2
Project emissions
: 3 849 488 t CO 2
Leakages
: 14 828
t CO 2
Emission reductions
: 270 587
t CO 2

equivalents
equivalents
equivalents
equivalents
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5 REFERENCES
Categor y 1 Documents:
Documents provided by Carbon Marketing and Trading Ltd. that relate
directly to the GHG components of the project.
/1/

/2/

/3/

/4/
/5/
/6/

PDD of the JI project “Reconstruction of the agglomerate and
blast-furnace production at the JSC “Zaporizhstal” version 02
dated 14/04/2011
Monitoring report for the period 01/01/2011 to 30/06/2011 of JI
project “Reconstruction of the agglomerate and blast-furnace
production at the JSC “Zaporizhstal” version 01 dated 20/07/2011
Monitoring report for the period 01/01/2011 to 30/06/2011 of JI
project “Reconstruction of the agglomerate and blast-furnace
production at the JSC “Zaporizhstal” version 02 dated 22/08/2011
Letter
of Approval from National Environmental Investment
Agency of Ukraine № 1386/23/7 dated 31/05/2011
Letter
of Approval from Swiss DFP - Federal Office for the
Environment № J294-0485 dated 27/04/2011
Determination report №UKRAINE-det/0250/2011 of the JI project
“Reconstruction of the agglomerate and blast-furnace production at
the JSC “Zaporizhstal” dated 04/05/2011

Categor y 2 Documents:
Background documents related to the design and/or
employed in the design or other reference documents.
/1/
/2/
/3/
/4/

/5/

/6/

/7/
/8/
/9/

methodologies

Report of the air protection for 1 s t quarter of 2011. Form 2TP (air).
Report of the air protection for 2 s t quarter of 2011. Form 2TP (air).
Help the class-voltage electricity consumed in the agglomerate and
blast-furnace production.
The protocol the meeting with Technical Director on the state of
basic production assets Zaporizhstal and prepare a strategy for its
reconstruction and technical upgrading dated 25 december 2002.
JSC "Zaporizhstal". Business-plan. Technical reequipment of
agglofactory.
Reconstruction of agglomachine No.1. Reg
No.539584
List of immovable’s that are transferred into the ownership of JSC
"Zaporizzhia Metallurgical Industrial Complex "Zaporizhstal" dated
19.08.2000
State technical committee statement of putting ready-built object
into operation No. 678p dated 23.06.2005
Business-plan. General overhaul and reconstruction of blastfurnace-4.
List of volumes related to general overhaul of blast-furnace-4
JSC "Zaporizhstal"
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/10/ Natural gas composition register. Started 2011
/11/ Certificate of physical-chemical parameters of natural gas for the
six month of 2011
/12/ Natural gas composition register for the six month of 2011
/13/ Report for January, February, March, April, May, June 2011.
/14/ Rules of gas and liquids wastes measurement using restriction
equipment RD 50-213-80
/15/ Gas balance register for the six month of 2011
/16/ Natural and blast-furnace gas register for the six month of 2011
/17/ Consumer technical and economic calculation accounting
/18/ W ater assessment register for the six month of 2011
/19/ Actual volumes of production in departments of industrial complex
for the six month of 2011
/20/ Report on electric power wastes in metallurgical industrial complex
JSC "Zaporizhstal" for the six month of 2011
/21/ Report on work of gas department for the six month of 2011
/22/ Project of JSC "Zaporizhstal" "General overhaul and reconstruction
of blast-furnace-4 Volume 1
/23/ Project of JSC "Zaporizhstal" "General overhaul and reconstruction
of blast-furnace-4 Volume 2 Reg. No.488406
/24/ Project of JSC "Zaporizhstal" "General overhaul and reconstruction
blast-furnace-4 Volume 2. Statement of ecological consequence
/25/ Project of JSC "Zaporizhstal" "General overhaul and reconstruction
blast-furnace-4 Volume 2. Environmental impact assessment
/26/ Information on training, retraining and raising the level of
personnel skills of JSC "Zaporizhstal" for 2011.
/27/ Goals of personnel training department in the field of quality,
environment and labor protection for 2011.
/28/ Information on personnel training of JSC "Zaporizhstal" for 2011
/29/ Quality, environment and labor protection policy of JSC
"Zaporizhstal"
/30/ Information on training and raising the level of personnel skills of
JSC "Zaporizhstal" for 2011
/31/ Personnel training programm of JSC "Zaporizhstal" for workin g
with equipment for preparation and injection of dust-coal fuel into
blast-furnace
/32/ Second stage of training according appendix B to the contract
No. 1323.37515.06.64I dated 08/12/06 between JSC "Zaporizhstal"
and Kuttner GmbH & Co. KG
/33/ Certificate
of
attendance
the
group
seminar
GEN01/PLC01/PLC02/PLC03/POS01 for V.Bublej
/34/ Certificate
of
attendance
the
group
seminar
GEN01/PLC01/PLC02/PLC03/POS01 for A.Gavrylenko
/35/ Certificate
of
attendance
the
group
seminar
GEN01/PLC01/PLC02/PLC03/POS01 for S.Moscalets
/36/ Help on the quality of sinter (2004 to 2011.)
/37/ Journal of industrial water balance on sinister workshop
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/38/ Shipped pig iron logbook
/39/ Electronic form accounting of electricity consumption by the blast
furnace workshop
/40/ Report on energy consumption for active power
/41/ Electronic form accounting of electricity consumption in the sinter
workshop
/42/ Report on energy consumption for active power
/43/ Counting of electricity per day substation M-1 logbook
/44/ Monthly report on consumption of electricity
/45/ Daily statement of electricity consumption by substation M-1
/46/ Internal
standard
of
JSC
“Zaporizhstal”
STP
7.6-01-03
“Metrological support”
/47/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-03-03 “Procedure
for repair of measuring equipment”
/48/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-04-03 “Procedure
for metrological review”
/49/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-05-03 “Procedure
for metrological certification”
/50/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-06-03 “Procedure
for analyze ensuring of technological process”
/51/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-07-03 “Procedures
for verification and calibration”
/52/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-08-03 “Provisions
on liability for condition of measuring equipment in subdivisions”
/53/ Internal standard of JSC “Zaporizhstal” STP 7.6-09-03 “Procedure
for developing, manufacturing and operating templates”
standard
of
JSC
“Zaporizhstal”
STP
7.6-10-03
/54/ Internal
“Metrological supervision of the flowmeters”
/55/ Passport. electromechanical railroad scales (HP-200000RT) #45
/56/ Passport. electromechanical railroad scales (HP-200000RT) #46
/57/ Passport. Consumption controller (3095 FB)№105150
/58/ Passport. Secondary device BRU-10 №185
/59/ Passport. Consumption controller Metran -43F №58086
/60/ Passport. Consumption controller Меtran-100 DD №145928
/61/ Passport. Secondary device Disk-250 №68400
/62/ Passport. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 07-1/7ш» EA05RL #011003372
/63/ Passport. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 09-1/11ш» EA05RL #011003293
/64/ Passport. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 09-2/12ш» EA05RL #01103190
/65/ Passport. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 123-1/33ш» EA05RL #01103155
/66/ Passport. «М-1 123А-2/52» EA05RL №01103278
/67/ Passport. «М-1 123-2/38» EA05RL №01103195
/68/ Passport. «М-1 09-3/15» EA05RL №01103156
/69/ Passport. «М-1 123А-/52» EA05RL №01103234
/70/ Passport. «ПС-34А 112Т-2/13» EA05RL №01103374
/71/ Passport. «ПС-34А 112Т-2/18» EA05RL №01103225
/72/ Passport. «ПС-123 150-1/4» EA05RL №01103283
/73/ Passport. «ПС-7 155Т-1/5» EA05RL №01103187
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/74/ Passport.
/75/ Passport.
/76/ Passport.
/77/ Passport.
/78/ Passport.
/79/ Passport.
/80/ Passport.
/81/ Passport.
/82/ Passport.
/83/ Passport.
/84/ Passport.
/85/ Passport.
/86/ Passport.
/87/ Passport.
/88/ Passport.
/89/ Passport.
/90/ Passport.
/91/ Passport.
/92/ Passport.
/93/ Passport.
/94/ Passport.
/95/ Passport.
/96/ Passport.
/97/ Passport.
/98/ Passport.
/99/ Passport.
/100/ Passport.
/101/ Passport.
/102/ Passport.
/103/ Passport.
/104/ Passport.
/105/ Passport.
/106/ Passport.
/107/ Passport.
/108/ Passport.
/109/ Passport.
/110/ Passport.
/111/ Passport.
/112/ Passport.
/113/ Passport.
/114/ Passport.
/115/ Passport.
/116/ Passport.
/117/ Passport.
/118/ Passport.
/119/ Passport.
/120/ Passport.

«ПС-7 155Т-2/20» EA05RL №01103276
«ПС-123 223Т-1/20» EA05RL №01103366
«ПС-123 223Т-2/21» EA05RL №01103196
Consumption controller Меtran-100 DD №67542
Secondary device Disk-250 №82670
pressure controller Меtran-100 DI №67496
Secondary device Disk-250 №120994
Complex Flowtech №583
«ГРУ ТЭЦ 17Б-1/25ш» EA05RL #01103170
«ГРУ ТЭЦ 17А-3/31ш» EA05RL #01103132
«ГРУ ТЭЦ 17А-3/32ш» EA05RL #01103265
«ГРУ ТЭЦ 34-34а-2/30ш» EA05RL #01103184
«М-1 34-34а-1/30» EA05RL №01103390
« М-1 17А-1/41» EA05RL №01103367
«ПС-17 102Т-1/17» EA05RL №01103359
«ПС-17 102Т-2/2»0 EA05RL №01103161
«ПС-34А Э-9/12» EA05RL №01103275
«ПС-34А 112Т-1/13» EA05RL №01103374
«ПС-34А 112Т-2/18» EA05RL №01103225
Scales for coke MD 014.03-2 №02/30Е
Scales for coke MD 014.03-2 №02/31Е
Electromechanical bin scales НР-М №02/13Е
Electromechanical bin scales НР-М №02/14Е
Index funnel scales “Atlascar” #9
Index funnel scales “Atlascar” #10
Lever-type railroad scales ВО-2002 №50
Consumption controller DM3583 №47030
Secondary device KSD-3 №203094
Consumption controller Saphir М5430 №06311624
Transformer IRТ 5922 №043-0008
Secondary device Disk-250М №1780
Consumption controller Saphir М5430 №04190363
Transformer IRТ 5922 №043-0016
Secondary device Disk-250М №1817
Consumption conlroller Saphir М5430 №08063500
Transformer IRТ 5920 №043-5923
Secondary device KSU-3 №978752
Consumption conlroller DM №84898
Secondary device KSD-3 №203067
Pressure controller Metran-55DI №248850
Secondary device KSU -3 №64945
Consumption conlroller DM3583 №19883
Secondary device KSD-3 №176438
«М-3 СД-30/28» EA05RALX №01126399
«М-3 СД-32/45» EA05RALX №01126397
«М-3 СД-31/47» EA05RALX №01050775
«М-3 СД-33/49» EA05RALX №01059594
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/121/ Passport. «М-3 СД-34/51» EA05RALX №01050766
/122/ Passport. «М-3 СД-22/42» EA05RALX №01089278
/123/ Passport. «М-3 СД-35/46» EA05RALX №01059531
/124/ Passport. «М-3 СД-36/48» EA05RALX №01059555
/125/ Passport. «М-3 АД-1/19» EA05RALX №01059569
/126/ Photo. electromechanical railroad scales (HP-200000RT) #45
/127/ Photo. electromechanical railroad scales (HP-200000RT) #46
/128/ Photo. Consumption controller (3095 FB)№105150
/129/ Photo. Secondary device BRU-10 №185
/130/ Photo. Consumption controller Metran -43F №58086
/131/ Photo. Consumption controller Меtran-100 DD №145928
/132/ Photo. Secondary device Disk-250 №68400
/133/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 07-1/7ш» EA05RL #011003372
/134/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 09-1/11ш» EA05RL #011003293
/135/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 09-2/12ш» EA05RL #01103190
/136/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 123-1/33ш» EA05RL #01103155
/137/ Photo. «М-1 123А-2/52» EA05RL №01103278
/138/ Photo. «М-1 123-2/38» EA05RL №01103195
/139/ Photo. «М-1 09-3/15» EA05RL №01103156
/140/ Photo. «М-1 123А-/52» EA05RL №01103234
/141/ Photo. «ПС-34А 112Т-2/13» EA05RL №01103374
/142/ Photo. «ПС-34А 112Т-2/18» EA05RL №01103225
/143/ Photo. «ПС-123 150-1/4» EA05RL №01103283
/144/ Photo. «ПС-7 155Т-1/5» EA05RL №01103187
/145/ Photo. «ПС-7 155Т-2/20» EA05RL №01103276
/146/ Photo. «ПС-123 223Т-1/20» EA05RL №01103366
/147/ Photo. «ПС-123 223Т-2/21» EA05RL №01103196
/148/ Photo. Consumption controller Меtran-100 DD №67542
/149/ Photo. Secondary device Disk-250 №82670
/150/ Photo. pressure controller Меtran-100 DI №67496
/151/ Photo. Secondary device Disk-250 №120994
/152/ Photo. Complex Flowtech №583
/153/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 17Б-1/25ш» EA05RL #01103170
/154/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 17А-3/31ш» EA05RL #01103132
/155/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 17А-3/32ш» EA05RL #01103265
/156/ Photo. «ГРУ ТЭЦ 34-34а-2/30ш» EA05RL #01103184
/157/ Photo. «М-1 34-34а-1/30» EA05RL №01103390
/158/ Photo. « М-1 17А-1/41» EA05RL №01103367
/159/ Photo. «ПС-17 102Т-1/17» EA05RL №01103359
/160/ Photo. «ПС-17 102Т-2/2»0 EA05RL №01103161
/161/ Photo. «ПС-34А Э-9/12» EA05RL №01103275
/162/ Photo. «ПС-34А 112Т-1/13» EA05RL №01103374
/163/ Photo. «ПС-34А 112Т-2/18» EA05RL №01103225
/164/ Photo. Scales for coke MD 014.03-2 №02/30Е
/165/ Photo. Scales for coke MD 014.03-2 №02/31Е
/166/ Photo. Electromechanical bin scales НР-М №02/13Е
/167/ Photo. Electromechanical bin scales НР-М №02/14Е
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/168/ Photo. Index funnel scales “Atlascar” #9
/169/ Photo. Index funnel scales “Atlascar” #10
/170/ Photo. Lever-type railroad scales ВО-2002 №50
/171/ Photo. Consumption controller DM3583 №47030
/172/ Photo. Secondary device KSD-3 №203094
/173/ Photo. Consumption controller Saphir М5430 №06311624
/174/ Photo. Transformer IRТ 5922 №043-0008
/175/ Photo. Secondary device Disk-250М №1780
/176/ Photo. Consumption controller Saphir М5430 №04190363
/177/ Photo. Transformer IRТ 5922 №043-0016
/178/ Photo. Secondary device Disk-250М №1817
/179/ Photo. Consumption controller Saphir М5430 №08063500
/180/ Photo. Transformer IRТ 5920 №043-5923
/181/ Photo. Secondary device KSU-3 №978752
/182/ Photo. Consumption conlroller DM №84898
/183/ Photo. Secondary device KSD-3 №203067
/184/ Photo. Pressure controller Metran-55DI №248850
/185/ Photo. Secondary device KSU -3 №64945
/186/ Photo. Consumption conlroller DM3583 №19883
/187/ Photo. Secondary device KSD-3 №176438
/188/ Photo. «М-3 СД-30/28» EA05RALX №01126399
/189/ Photo. «М-3 СД-32/45» EA05RALX №01126397
/190/ Photo. «М-3 СД-31/47» EA05RALX №01050775
/191/ Photo. «М-3 СД-33/49» EA05RALX №01059594
/192/ Photo. «М-3 СД-34/51» EA05RALX №01050766
/193/ Photo. «М-3 СД-22/42» EA05RALX №01089278
/194/ Photo. «М-3 СД-35/46» EA05RALX №01059531
/195/ Photo. «М-3 СД-36/48» EA05RALX №01059555
/196/ Photo. «М-3 АД-1/19» EA05RALX №01059569
/197/ Schedule “Reconstruction on the blast furnace № 4”
14/06/2011

dated
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Persons interviewed:
List persons interviewed during the verification or persons that
contributed with other information that are not included in the documents
listed above.
/1/
/2/
/3/
/4/
/5/
/6/
/7/
/8/
/9/
/10/
/11/
/12/
/13/
/14/
/15/
/16/
/17/
/18/
/19/
/20/

Inna
Kholina
–
head
of
environmental
laboratory,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Roman Sundukov – deputy head of foreign trade company,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Aleksandr Grabko – head of automation and metrology bureau,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Vladimir Yarysh – deputy head of power engineering department,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Roman Zelenkov – head of planning and economic department,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Anatoliy Reysher – deputy chief accountant, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Natalia Kril – head of production accounting department,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Nikolay Nechyporuk – deputy head of personnel training
department, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Svitlana Rubanovich – head of personnel training department,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Pavel Shevchenko – deputy head of blast-furnace workshop,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
A. Siora – Electrician of
scales workshop in blast-furnace
workshop, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
D. Soin - Electrician of
scales workshop in blast-furnace
workshop, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Marina Kazachenko - Head of Technical Bureau workshop of
networks and substations, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Pavel Sidelnikov Head of sintering workshop, JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Vitaly Shibko Head of sintering group Central quality laboratory,
JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Evgeniy Gonchar Senior Master of metrological department
(sintering workshop), JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Dmitry Kosenkov Senior Master of quality department (sinterin g
workshop), JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Dmitry Danilchenko Acting Master of quality department (sintering
workshop), JSC “Zaporizhstal”
Valentin Sereduk – ecology department director, Institute for
Environment and Energy Conservation
Tahir Musayev – Director of Carbon Marketing and Trading Ltd.
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APPENDIX A: COMPANY PROJECT VERIFICATION PROTOCOL
Table 1
Check list for verification, according to the JOINT IMPLEMENTATION DETERMINATION AND
VERIFICATION MANUAL (Version 01)
DVM
Check Item
Paragra
ph
Project approvals by Parties invol ved
90
Has the DFPs of at least one Part y
involved, ot her than the host Party,
issued a wr itten project approval
when
subm itting
the
f irst
ver if icat ion report to the secretar iat
f or publication in accordance with
paragraph 38 of the JI guidelines,
at the latest ?
91
Are all the wr itten pr oject approvals
by Parties involved uncondit ional?
Project implementation
92
Has the pr oject been implement ed
in
accordance
with
the
PDD
regarding which the determinat ion
has been deemed f inal and is so
listed on the UNFCCC JI website?
93

W hat is the status of operation of
the project during the monitoring
period?

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

DFPs of Swit zer land have issued written
project approvals (LoA) when submitt ing the
f irst verif icat ion report to the secretar iat f or
publication in accor dance with paragraph 38
of the JI guidelines.

OK

OK

Yes, all the wr itten project approvals
Parties involved are uncondit ional.

by

OK

OK

Implementat ion of the project activit y was
realized
according
to
the
project
implementat ion schedule described in the
project design document.
There are no deviations or revisions t o the
determined PDD.
Monitor ing reports indicated the current
status of the project activit y implement ation.
Based on provided materials, ther e is known
that all project equipments were operat ional

OK

OK

CL 01-06

OK
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Paragra
ph

Check Item

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

Data used f or calculation of emissions
reduction based on inf ormation that conf irmed
by JSC “Zapor izhstal” documents.

OK

OK

All key f actors inf luencing the baseline
emissions or net removals and the activit y

CL 06

OK

in the reporting period.
CL 01. Please pr ovide inf ormation about the
stage of implement ation measures f or the
reconstruct ion of BF #4.
CL 02. Please provide inf ormation conf irms
the introduct ion of PCI at BF № № 2,3,4,5.
CL 03. Indicated that PCI is set on BF# 4.
According to Tables 1 in MR, reconstruction
BF# 4 continues. Please explain this.
CL 04. According to the PDD f or 2011
installat ion of a new sinter ing machines # 1 is
planned. In the monitoring report in Table 1,
there is no inf ormation on the implement ation
of this measure. Please explain this.
CL 05. Please give the f ull def init ion of the
PCI and descr ibe this technolog y in details.
Compliance w ith monitoring plan
94
Did
the
monitor ing
occur
in
accordance with t he monit oring
plan included in the PDD regarding
which the det ermination has been
deemed f inal and is so listed on the
UNFCCC JI website?
95 (a)
For
calculating
the
emission
reductions or enhancements of net
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ph

95 (b)

Check Item

Initial finding

removals, were key f actors, e.g.
those listed in 23 (b) (i)-(vii) above,
inf luencing the baseline emissions
or net removals and the activit y
level of the project and the
emissions or removals as well as
risks associat ed with the pr oject
taken into account, as appropr iate?

level of the project and the emissions or
removals as well as risks associated with the
project
were
taken
into
account,
as
appropr iate f or calculating the emission
reductions or enhancements of net removals.

Are
data
sources
used
f or
calculating emission reduct ions or
enhancements of net r emovals
clearly
ident if ied,
reliable
and
transparent?

Data sources used f or calculat ing em ission
reductions ar e clear ly ident if ied, reliable and
transparent. On site responsible per sons
register
dat a
f rom
the
measur ement
equipments and f ixed monitoring data to
logbooks, monthly data collected t o the
technical
reports.
All
roles
and
responsibilities are descr ibed in details in the
Monitor ing reports.

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

CAR 01

OK

OK

OK

CL 06. Please provide inf ormation on actual
data of net calor if ic value of natural gas

CAR 01. Links 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16 are not
working.
Please
make
appropriate
corrections.
95 (c)

Are emission f actors, including
def ault emission f actors, if used f or
calculating the emission reduct ions
or enhancements of net removals,

Emission f actors, including def ault emission
f actors, if used f or calculating the em ission
reductions or enhancements of net rem ovals,
selected by car ef ully balancing accuracy and
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95 (d)

Check Item

Initial finding

selected by caref ully balancing
accuracy and reasonableness, and
appropr iately
justif ied
of
the
choice?

reasonableness, and appropr iately justif ied of
the choice

Is the calculat ion of emission
reductions or enhancements of net
removals based on conser vative
assumpt ions and the most plausible
scenar ios in a transparent manner ?

The calculat ion of emission reductions is
based on conser vat ive assumpt ions and the
most plausible scenarios in a transparent
manner. As a result of documents revision, all
data connected with estimat ion of emission
reduction are consist ent through the
Monitor ing reports and excel spr eadsheets
with calculation.

Applicable to JI SSC project s onl y
96
Is the relevant threshold to be
classif ied as JI SSC project not
exceeded during the monitor ing
period on an annual average basis?
If the threshold is exceeded, is the
maximum em ission reduction level
estimated in the PDD f or the JI SSC
project or the bundle f or the
monitor ing period determined?
Applicable to bundl ed JI SSC projects onl y
97 (a)
Has the composition of the bundle
not changed f rom that is stated in

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

OK

OK

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable
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Check Item

F-JI-SSCBUNDLE?
If the determinat ion was conducted
on
the
basis
of
an
overall
monitor ing plan, have the project
participants subm itted a common
monitor ing reports?
98
If the monitoring is based on a
monitor ing plan that provides f or
overlapping monitoring periods, ar e
the
monitor ing
periods
per
component of the project clear ly
specif ied in the monitoring reports?
Do the monitor ing per iods not
overlap
wit h
those
f or
which
ver if icat ions were already deemed
f inal in the past?
Revision of monitoring plan
Applicable onl y if monitoring plan is revised
99 (a)
Did the project participants provide
an appropriate justif ication f or the
proposed revision?
99 (b)
Does the proposed r evision improve
the accur acy and/or applicabilit y of
inf ormation collected compared t o
the or iginal monit oring plan without
changing
conf ormity
with
t he
relevant rules and regulations f or
97 (b)

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

by project participant
Not applicable

Not applicable
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Check Item

the establishment of monitor ing
plans?
Data management
101 (a)
Is the implement ation of data
collect ion procedures in accordance
with the monitoring plan, including
the qualit y control and qualit y
assurance procedur es?

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

Procedures
of
data
collection
are
implemented in com pliance with the approved
monitor ing plan. Monitor ing data of the
project is monitor ed in compliance with
scheduled
f requency
approved
in
the
developed monitoring plan and monitoring
procedure.
The qualit y control and qualit y assur ance
procedures realised due to perf orming of
internal audits and checking measures,
participation of third part ies, and carr ying out
of procedures of emergencies f inding.

CAR 02

OK

OK

OK

CAR 02. Phrases that all measur ing devices
shall comply with ISO 9001 are used
incorrectly, because the requirements of this
standard
are
related
to
the
q ualit y
management system of enterprise. Make the
appropr iate changes.

101 (b)

Is the f unction of the monitor ing
equipment, including its calibrat ion
status, is in order?

All monitor ing equipments have calibrat ion. It
is calibrated with per iodic f requency (passport
states the calibration f requency f or ever y
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Check Item

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

OK

OK

device) according to the national regulations.
During site visit ver if iers received and
reviewed passports and/or certif icates on
calibrat ion of all measurement equipments.
101 (c)

Are the evidence and records used
f or the monitoring maintained in a
traceable manner?

101 (d)

Is
the
data
collect ion
and
management syst em f or the project
in accor dance with the monitor ing
plan?

The evidence and records used f or the
monitor ing are maintained on site of some
devices and in responsible departments in a
traceable manner.
The data collect ion and management system
f or the project is in accordance wit h the
approved monit oring plan. Implementation of
monitor ing system was checked through site
visit, and concluded that monitoring syst em is
completely in accor dance with the monitoring
plan. This f act is also conf irmed by the
documents.

OK
CAR 03

CAR 03. Please describe the methodology of
calculation leakages in details.
Verification regardi ng programs of acti vities (additional elements for assessment)
102
Is any JPA that has not been added Not applicable
to the JI PoA not ver if ied?
103
Is the ver if ication based on the Not applicable
monitor ing reports of all JPAs to be
ver if ied?

Not
applicable
Not
applicable

Not
applicable
Not
applicable
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103

Check Item

Does the ver if ication ensure the
accuracy and conservativeness of
the
emission
r educt ions
or
enhancements
of
removals
generated by each JPA?
104
Does the monitor ing period not
overlap with previous monitor ing
periods?
105
If the AIE learns of an erroneousl y
included JPA, has the AI E inf ormed
the JISC of its f indings in writ ing?
Applicable to sample-based approach onl y
106
Does the sampling plan prepared by
the AIE:
(a) Descr ibe its sample selection,
taking into
account that:
(i) For each ver if ication that uses
a sample-based approach, the
sample
selection
shall
be
suff icient ly r epresentative of the
JPAs
in
the
JI
PoA
such
extrapolat ion to all JPAs ident if ied
f or that ver if ication is reasonable,
taking into account diff erences
among the character istics of JPAs,
such as:

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on
Not
applicable

Final
Conclusi
on
Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable
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107

108

Check Item

− The types of JPAs;
−
The
complexity
of
the
applicable technologies and/or
measures used;
− The geographical locat ion of
each JPA;
− The amounts of expected
emission reductions of the JPAs
being ver if ied;
− The number of JPAs f or which
emission reductions are being
ver if ied;
− The length of monitor ing
periods
of
the
JPAs
being
ver if ied; and
− The samples selected f or prior
ver if icat ions, if any?
Is the sampling plan r eady f or
publication through the secretariat
along with the verif ication report
and support ing documentation?
Has the AIE made site inspect ions
of at least the square root of the
number of total JPAs, rounded to
the upper whole number? If the AI E
makes no site inspections or f ewer
site inspections than the square

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable
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109

110

Check Item

root of the number of total JPAs,
rounded
to
the
upper
whole
number, then does t he AI E provide
a
reasonable
explanation
and
justif ication?
Is the sampling plan available f or
submission to the secretariat f or
the JISC.s ex ante assessment ?
(Optional)
If the AIE learns of a f raudulentl y
included
JPA,
a
f raudulentl y
monitored JPA or an inf lated
number of emission reduct ions
claimed in a JI PoA, has the AIE
inf ormed the JI SC of the f raud in
wr it ing?

Initial finding

Draft
Conclusi
on

Final
Conclusi
on

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Not
applicable
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Table 2 Resolution of Corrective Action Requests and Clarification Requests
Draft
report
clarifications
correcti ve
action
requests
validation team

and
by

CL 01. Please provide inf ormation about
the stage of implementation measures f or
the reconstruction of BF #4.

Ref. to
checkli
st
questio
n in
table 1
93

CL 02. Please provide inf ormation
conf irms the introduction of PCI at BF №
№ 2,3,4,5.

93

CL 03. Indicated that PCI is set on BF#
4. Accor ding to Tables 1 in MR,
reconstruct ion BF# 4 continues. Please
explain this.

93

CL 04. According t o the PDD f or 2011
installat ion of a new sinter ing machines #
1 is planned. In the monitor ing report in
Table 1, there is no inf ormation on the
implementat ion of this measur e. Please
explain this.

93

Summary of project participant
response

Verification team
conclusion

Inf ormation
on
measures
of
reconstruct ion at the BF # 4 will be
provided to the verif ier.

CL 01 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

During the monitor ing period PCI
f acilit y was at t he stage of
commissioning.
Appropriate
changes are ref lected in the MR.
At the BF # 4, besides installation
of
PCI
f acilit y,
there
was
envisaged implementation of other
measures. Realizat ion of these
measures continues.
Implementat ion of this measure
was started in 2011. Appropr iate
amendments are ref lected in the
MR.

CL 02 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

CL 03 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

CL 04 is closed based on
the explanation provided.
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CL 05. Please give the f ull def inition of
the PCI and descr ibe this technolog y in
details.

93

“PCI” means pulver ized coal f uel
which is obtained in the result of
installat ion of pulver ized coal
inject ion
f acilit y.
Technological
scheme
of
the
PCI
implies
inject ion of f ine coal into blast
f urnaces inst ead of coke and
natural gas.

CL 05 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

The
technology
of
injecting
pulverized
coal
into
a
blast
f urnace as an auxiliary f uel allows
to reduce the am ount of coke
consumed and theref ore to reduce
operat ing costs in t he product ion
of pig iron and then ultimately
crude steel.
CL 06. Please pr ovide inf ormation on
actual data of net calorif ic value of
natural gas

95 (a)

CAR 01. Links 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16 ar e
not working. Please make appropr iat e
corrections.

95 (b)

According to the actual data
provided by JSC “Zapor izhst al”
during f irst half of 2011 net
calorif ic value of natural gas was
equal 8106,4 kcal/m 3.
Documents in ref erences 3, 5, 8,
9, 10, 14, 16 are available but
occasionally
these
ref erences
don’t work.

CL 06 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

CAR 01 is closed based on
due correct ions made to the
MR
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CAR 02. Phrases that all measuring
devices shall comply wit h ISO 9001 ar e
used
incorrectly,
because
the
requirements of this standard are related
to the qualit y management system of
enterpr ise.
Make
the
appropr iat e
changes.

101 (a)

Appropriat e
corrections
provided in the MR.

are

CAR 02 is closed based on
due correct ions made to the
MR
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CAR
03.
Please
describe
the
methodolog y of calculation leakages in
details.

101 (d)

Leakages are generated due t o
the implementation at Zaporizhstal
two other JI proj ects, namely
“Installat ion Reconstruction of the
Oxygen Compressor Plant at the
JSC "Zapor izhstal", Ukraine” and
„Energy ef f iciency increase in
steelmaking and sinter plants JSC
„Zapor izhstal“.

CL 05 is closed based on
the explanation provided.

In f irst case we calculat e the
portion of oxygen used f or the
needs of blast f urnace production
in the total volume of oxygen
produced
at
the
Oxygen
Compressor Plant and multiply the
result by the overall amount of
emission reductions in Oxygen
Compressor
Plant.
Then
we
deduce these emission reduct ions
f rom the amount of emission
reductions
generated
by
our
project.
In the second case we simply
deduce
em ission
reduct ions
generated by the Project in the
sinter plant f rom the amount of
emission r educt ions generated by
our project.
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APPENDIX B: VERIFICATION TEAM
Rostislav Topchi y (chemical and ecological engineering)
Team Leader, Climate Change Verifier
Bureau Veritas Ukraine Health, Safety and Environment Project Manager
He is a Lead auditor of Bureau Veritas Certification for Environment Management System, Quality Management
System, Occupational Health and Safety Management System. He performed over 180 audits since 2004. He
has successfully completed Climate Change Verifier Training Course and he participated as verifier in the
verification of 20 JI projects.
Vitali y Minya ylo (chemical and ecological engineering)
Team member, Climate Change Verifier
Bureau Veritas Ukraine,
Health, Safety and Environment Department Project Manager
He has successfully completed IRCA registered Lead Auditor Training Course for Environment Management
Systems, Quality Management Systems, Occupational Health and Safety Management System. He has
successfully completed Climate Change Verifier Training Course and he participated as verifier in the
verification of 10 JI projects.

Vera Skitina, PhD (metallurgy)
Climate Change Lead Verifier
Bureau Veritas Certification Rus Technical Director - Lead Auditor, Lead Tutor, Lead Verifier
She has over 15 years of experience in powder metallurgy, aluminium metallurgy, plastic metal working,
physical-chemistry processes, gas production at power plant, environmental science. She worked in Irkutsk
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Aluminium Plant, SUAL powder metallurgy plant, Nadvoitzky aluminium plant, Central Scientific Institute of
Metals. She is a Lead auditor of Bureau Veritas Certification for Quality Management Systems (IRCA
registered), Environmental Management System (IRCA registered), Occupational Health and Safety
Management System (IRCA registered). She performed over 200 audits since 2004. Also she is a Lead Tutor of
the IRCA registered ISO 14000 EMS Lead Auditor Training Course, and a Lead Tutor of the IRCA registered
ISO 9001 Lead Auditor Training Course. She is an Assuror of Social Reports. She has undergone intensive
training on Clean Development Mechanism /Joint Implementation and was/is involved in determination and
verification of over 15 JI projects.
Ivan G. Sokolov, Dr. Sci. (biology, microbiology)
Internal Technical Reviewer, Climate Change Lead Verifier, Bureau Veritas Certification Holding SAS Local
Climate Change Product Manager for Ukraine
Acting CEO Bureau Veritas Black Sea District
He has over 25 years of experience in Research Institute in the field of biochemistry, biotechnology, and
microbiology. He is a Lead auditor of Bureau Veritas Certification for Environment Management System (IRCA
registered), Quality Management System (IRCA registered), Occupational Health and Safety Management
System, and Food Safety Management System. He performed over 140 audits since 1999. Also he is Lead
Tutor of the IRCA registered ISO 14000 EMS Lead Auditor Training Course, and Lead Tutor of the IRCA
registered ISO 9000 QMS Lead Auditor Training Course. He is Lead Tutor of the Clean Development
Mechanism /Joint Implementation Lead Verifier Training Course and he was involved in the
determination/verification over 60 JI/CDM projects.
Igor Alekseenko (metallurgy)
Team Member, Climate Change Technical Specialist
Bureau Veritas Ukraine Inspector of Industrial (IND) and Inspectional (ITD) department
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He has over 10 years of experience in powder metallurgy, aluminium metallurgy, plastic metal working,
physical-chemistry processes. He worked in OJSC “AZOVMASH” “Overhead Engineering and Design Institute” (chief
metallurgist department), FE SGS UKRAINE.
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